Case Study
How a Water Treatment Plant Continuously Monitors
Performance with the Basin FlocCAM®

The Challenge of Real-Time Flocculation Monitoring
Years of effort to improve real-time monitoring of his municipality’s water treatment plant left the chief operator
dissatisfied. The plant lacked a tool that would warn the operators of approaching changes and problems early
enough to give them time to adapt treatment to maintain finished water quality. But how could these changes be
easily and reliably detected earlier? In an effort to find a solution, the plant installed the Basin FlocCAM®.

Online Performance Monitoring with the Basin FlocCAM®
The Basin FlocCAM® is an online flocculation monitoring tool
that gives operators feedback about treatment plant operation.
It monitors flocculation, typically one of the first unit processes
and a powerful indicator of plant operation. In this customer’s
treatment plant, where the first performance indicator is at the
end of the settling process, the Basin FlocCAM® detects
changes hours in advance and gives the operators much more
time to solve problems. The Basin FlocCAM® continuously
measures over 15 parameters including average floc size and
volume, and provides a real-time, data-driven indication of
overall plant performance.

Reliable, Continuous Monitoring of Flocculation in the Customer’s Treatment Plant
Working with Durasens, the treatment plant installed the Basin FlocCAM® and integrated it into its SCADA system.
Instead of worrying about the next event, operators now know that this tool will provide early detection and give
them more time to problem solve. When a chemical metering pump’s line clogged, the Basin FlocCAM® observed and
alerted operators to the change in floc size, which gave operators enough time to find the problem and unclog the
line. When raw water quality changes seasonally, or due to weather events, the Basin FlocCAM® detects and
quantifies the effects in real-time, helping operators to quickly adjust treatment to maintain finished water quality.
Says the plant’s chief operator: “In the past, I monitored flocculation by eye to give me an indication of plant
performance. Now, the Basin FlocCAM® not only alerts me to changes, but also gives me feedback about whether the
treatment correction I make is solving the problem. We rely on the unit every day to confirm that our treatment plant
is performing well.”
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